

Energy consumption and cost are important factors in executing applications in grid or cloud
computing systems because they directly affect resource consumption and economic benefits.
This study solves the problem of reducing energy consumption of a cost budgeted directed
acyclic graph (DAG) application in heterogeneous computing systems.



The state-of-the-art work has studied the cost budgeted scheduling for a DAG application in
heterogeneous computing systems by proposing the budget level-based preassignment
method;



however this work is merely to reduce the schedule length without involving energy
consumption, and its preassignment method is still pessimistic although it improves the
existing method.



In this study, we first propose an available budget preassignment method to further improve it.
We then introduce the available budget preassignment method to reduce the energy
consumption.



We propose minimiz-ing energy consumption using available budget preassignment (MECABP)
algorithm based on the two steps.



Cloud computing is a promising, effective computing

model for supporting scientific applications, which are
frequently used in modeling scientific applications in the
fields of bioinformatics, astronomy, and physics.


Heterogeneous cloud computing systems are special
systems in which different virtual machines (VMs) have
varying computation capacities because old and slow
machines are continuously being replaced by new and fast
machines



we first propose an available budget pre assignment method to

further improve it.


We then introduce the available budget pre assignment method
to reduce the energy consumption.



We propose minimizing energy consumption using available
budget pre assignment (MECABP) algorithm based on the two
steps.



Experiments on three types of DAG applications with different
parallelism degrees confirm the effectiveness of the proposed
MECABP algorithm compared with existing algorithms.



Processor
Speed
RAM
Hard Disk
Floppy Drive
Key Board



Mouse



Monitor








- Pentium –III
- 1.1 Ghz
- 256 MB(min)
- 20 GB
- 1.44 MB
- Standard Windows
Keyboard
- Two or Three Button
Mouse
- SVGA






Operating System
Front End
Database

: Windows 8
: Java /DOTNET
: Mysql/HEIDISQL



This study proposed an algorithm called MECABP to reduce the

energy consumption of a cost budgeted DAG appli-cation in
heterogeneous cloud computing systems.


MECABP attempts

to minimize

energy

consumption

while

satisfying the cost budget of the DAG application by proposing
the

available

budget

preassignment

method.

MECABP

decomposes the problem into two sub-problems to implement

the heuristic algorithm with low time complexity.


MECABP demonstrates its effectiveness compared with existing
algorithms through experiments based on three types of DAG

applications with different parallelism degrees.
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